
---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Jo Carmax <jocarmax@gmail.com> 
Date: Fri, 20 Aug 2021 at 14:14 
Subject: supplementary submission to submission 471 from Willoughby Environmental Protection 
Association 
To: <Public.Works@parliament.nsw.gov.au> 
 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
The Willoughby Environmental Protection Association Inc (WEPA) wishes to supplement its 
submission in a number of respects as a result of concerns we've expressed in relation to the 
management of contamination and how those concerns have been responded to.  
 
Our experience in this regard is set out in more detail below, and has relevance to three of the 
committee's  terms of reference:  
 
1. terms of reference (d) and (f) relating to governance and consultation 
Our concern is that, as detailed below, it appears that DPIE allows a proponent to water down an 
undertaking given in the EIS, and presumably in public consultations, in its response to submissions 
on the EIS even though the watering-down doesn't arise from matters raised in the submissions 
being responded to. The watered-down provision then becomes the enforceable Condition of 
Approval, whereas the public would be entitled to believe that the undertaking originally given 
would be honoured. This is fundamentally unfair. If the proponent had originally put the watered-
down undertaking in the EIS members of the public would have an opportunity to raise objections to 
it in their submissions. The proponent would then have had to defend its position in its response to 
submissions and the DPIE would have an opportunity to consider the appropriate Condition of 
Approval in light of the submissions and the response.  
 
2. term of reference (k) relating to the adequacy of processes responding to various impacts 
affecting residents  
As detailed below our recent experience is that DPIE is failing to enforce Conditions of Approval 
which should protect residents from contamination risks, instead allowing work to commence 
before those risks have been properly assessed.  
 
 
Please see attached the letter from WEPA to the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment 
(DPIE) dated 10 August setting out our complaint in relation to the management of contamination at 
Cammeray Golf Course.  
 
In summary the complaint relates to a Detailed Site Inspection Report (DSI) prepared in relation to 
six sites on the Cammeray Golf Course which are to be used for the installation of critical utilities, in 
preparation for the use of the site as a major construction site for the WFUWHT. The complaint 
alleges a number of failings in the DSI, relying in part on an assessment prepared for WEPA by an 
expert, a retired EPA accredited auditor, as to whether the DSI complies with the Contaminated Land 
Management Act (CLMA). The Conditions of Approval for the WFUWHT require the DSI to comply 
with the CLMA and our expert identified failings including: 
1. not  taking an adequate number of samples 
2. incorrect management of samples involving volatile contaminants 
3. impermissible averaging of results to bring them below the applicable Health Investigation Levels 
(HILs), without which the results at one location would have been over double that permitted for 
commercial/industrial use and more than 40 times the level for recreational use 
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4. using results from previous testing without appropriate verification 
 
In going through the DSI WEPA also identified other issues of concern, including: 
1. the DSI was not prepared by an independent expert but by Jacobs, one of the partners in the 
Sydney Program Alliance, a partnership standing to benefit from the project proceeding 
2. although Transport for NSW (TfNSW) undertook in the EIS, and presumably in public 
consultations, to have DSIs reviewed by an "independent EPA accredited auditor" this commitment 
was watered down in TfNSW's response to submissions on the EIS, so that reviews would only be 
undertaken where the contamination was complex. This watering down cannot be justified by 
anything contained in the submissions that were being responded to, and it is concerning that DPIE 
allowed the watered down commitment to be the one that ultimately applied.  
3. the exclusion of previous testing results which indicated asbestos pollution, and concerning levels 
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, on the basis that the sampling locations couldn't be identified, 
appears to be a false or misleading statement in the DSI 
4. the DSI uses HILs applicable to industrial/commercial use although the sites adjoin land which will 
continue to be used as a golf course during construction, for which the HILs for recreational use 
would be applicable. If the HILs for recreational use were applied, the results would exceed them.  
 
DPIE met with WEPA to discuss the concerns it raised in its letter on 13 August. At that meeting DPIE 
asserted that no DSI was required in relation to the six sites because Condition of Approval E115 
only required the preparation of a DSI where there would be "disturbance" of land and, as the work 
involving the installation of critical utilities only involved the 'removal of grass' this didn't constitute 
"disturbance". DPIE did not contend that the DSI that was prepared complied with the CLMA and did 
not contest any of the matters raised by the WEPA engaged expert as to why it didn't. It said it was 
having the DSI reviewed but was unable to provide details as to the qualifications of the reviewer or 
a date for completion of the review.  
 
The DPIE referred to the Staging Report prepared by the Environmental Representative (ER) engaged 
by the proponent which set out the Conditions of Approval applicable to the stage where critical 
utilities were installed and did not contest that the ER did not identify Condition E115 as not being 
applicable during this stage. The DPIE did not respond to WEPA's question as to whether the DPIE 
was applying a less stringent standard than that applied by the proponent's ER.  
 
The DPIE also stated that it would not be imposing a requirement for perimeter monitoring for 
asbestos at this time, despite asbestos being identified as a site contaminant in earlier reports.  
 
The DPIE did, however, state that it would be initiating an investigation as to whether section 10.6 of 
the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act had been breached by the statement in the DSI that 
the location of the earlier golf course boreholes, where asbestos and polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons had been found, couldn't be located.  Section 10.6 makes it an offence to make a false 
or misleading statement in a DSI, 
 
WEPA considers this process and the responses from DPIE inadequate in that: 
1. it is clear that the work involves "disturbance" - see attached photo taken at one of the six sites on 
15 August. It is concerning that DPIE apparently seems to have accepted the self-interested assertion 
of the proponent without undertaking any inspection of what is one of the major construction sites 
for the WFUWHT. 
2. even if it did only involve the 'removal of grass' this would be "disturbance" as contaminants such 
as asbestos can appear at any depth, and that discovered on previous testing, but excluded in this 
DSI, had been between 0.25-0.5 mtrs 
3. it would  appear that the DPIE is taking a less stringent approach than the proponent's ER 



4. DPIE should not allow proponents to water down commitments given in EISs, and presumably 
public consultations, where such actions are not responding to submissions received 
5. the watered-down Condition of Approval raised in WEPA's letter requires a DSI to be reviewed by 
an "EPA accredited auditor" where the contamination is "complex". The contamination in this 
instance is complex as the results of testing to date reveal uncontrolled dumping on the site. Yet 
DPIE is not having the DSI reviewed by an EPA accredited auditor and, on the basis of the so-far 
uncontested opinion of WEPA's expert, a retired EPA accredited auditor, the DSI does not comply 
with the standards it needs to, namely those set out in the CLMA.  
 
If this process is a precursor to that which will occur when further DSIs are prepared and considered 
by DPIE, the community could have little faith that the protections afforded by the Conditions of 
Approval or the CLMA will be of much use in protecting children, residents, other park users and 
workers from dangerous contaminants.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
John Moratelli 
President, Willoughby Environmental Protection Association Inc.  
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